5) Other proposed cases of allomorphy as TETU (Mascaró 1996a (Mascaró , 1996b (Mascaró , 2007 Lee 2009) a. French bo __C vs. bɛl __V (beau mari, bel enfant 'good-looking husband/child') (also nouveau/nouvel 'new', ce/cet 'this', ma/mon 'my ', vieux/vieil 'old', etc.) b. Catalan personal definite: ən __C vs. l __V (en Wittgenstein, l'Einstein) c. Northwest Catalan lo __C vs. l __ V (lo pá, l ámo, 'the owner/bread') d. Ribagorçan Catalan ésto/ íʃo __C vs. ést/ íʃ __ V (ésto ʎiβre, ést ɔme 'this book/man ') e. Moroccan Arabic C__ -u vs. V__ -h (ktab-u, x tʕ a-h 'his book/error' (also i/ja in 1SG) f. Korean C__ -i vs. V__ -ka (sok-i 'inside. NOM', so-ka 'cow.NOM') (Lee 2009) g. Basque N __ du, else tu (argi-tu 'clear up', ilun-du 'darken') (also dar/tar, ko/go, tik/dik) Here I look at a/an alongside a strikingly similar but less widely recognized phenomenon -the alternation between /ði(j)/ and /ðə/ in the English definite article (henceforth THE). The distribution of the alternants is almost identical to that found with a/an: use /ði(j)/ if the immediately following word starts with a vowel; otherwise use /ðə/ (Ladefoged 1975:91-92 ).
6) a. /ðij/ apple, /ðij/ interesting book b. /ðə/ book, /ðə/ very red apple
Since tense vowels are diphthongized in English (Chomsky & Halle 1968:183ff) , THE could be easily incorporated into Mascaró's framework, and might even be viewed as an additional source of support for the idea that external allomorphy is always phonologically optimizing.
7) TETU analysis of THE (to be rejected) { ðə, ðij} book ONSET NO-CODA { ðə, ðij} egg ONSET NO-CODA  ðə.book * ðə.egg *! * ðij.book **!  ði.j egg * Nevertheless, I argue that THE is phonological, not allomorphic, in nature.
8) PROPOSAL:
/ðə/ is derived from /ði/ by a structurally restricted phonological rule (vowel-reduction).
 I adopt a serialist architecture with allomorphy preceding various kinds of ordered phonological rules, including morphosyntactically restricted phonological rules.  I show that this model provides a more complete account of the distribution of a/an and THE, including the fact that their surface forms are not always phonologically optimizing.
Criteria for distinguishing allomorphy from phonology
Allomorphy is generally assumed to be suppletive in the sense that one alternant completely replaces the other in its designated contexts. Suppletive allomorphy is most clearly at work when the alternants in question have very different pronunciations. Consider Korean -i/ka (5f): These are both gradient criteria, so the clearest cases will be at the extremes. Korean i/ka is clearly allomorphic because (i) i and ka are so dissimilar that neither can be plausibly derived from the other phonologically; and (ii) the alternation is restricted to a single morpheme.
What about THE?
• Criterion A: /ði/ and /ðə/ are phonologically identical except that one has a full vowel /i/ where the other has /ə/.
• Criterion B: V~ə alternations occur in many contexts in English, e.g.:
11) a. Stylistic variation: believe, behave, relax, emergency, eraser, enormous, eleven b. Word-formation: beaut/i/ ~ beaut/ə/ful, expl/e/n ~ expl/ə/nation, solid ~ s/ə/lidity c. Monosyllabic function words: i. You c/ǽ/n finish early, but you won't. ~ You c/ə/n dó it. ii. I voted f/ɔ́/r it, not against it. ~ I voted f/ə/r Jóhn. iii. John wrote th/í/ paper on parentheticals. ~ John wrote th/ə/ páper.
THE can be phonologically derived by a relatively natural rule -one of unstressed-vowel reduction, a cross-linguistically well-precedented phenomenon (Crosswhite 2004 
Analysis
In laying out a phonological analysis of THE, the challenge is to:
 represent the parallels between ði~ðə, beauty~beautiful, etc. as non-accidental -e.g. by deriving all these alternations from a single vowel-reduction rule (V[-stress] → ə /__C)  but avoid an analysis that overgenerates. THE is an exceptional case: [-low] vowels don't usually reduce word-finally (Chomsky & Halle 1968:111): 13) *carr/ə/ me, *craz/ə/ kids, *beaut/ə/ within Informally, the behaves like 'part of the following word' for the purposes of vowel reduction. iii) Phonological rules apply at different stages in PF and thus have access to different kinds of information (Kaisse 1985 , Seidl 1999 . Specifically, phonological rules apply as phases of increasing size are spelled out and linearized (Pak 2008) .
INGREDIENTS:
To explain the affix-like behavior of the, I propose that English has an Article Cliticization operation that adjoins D[±def] to the following word (a type of Local Dislocation (Embick & Noyer 2001) ). This is similar to the Article Cliticization rule that produces the contracted l' form of the French definite article, as argued in Embick First consider the individual words beauty and beautiful. Beauty is composed of the root √BEAUTY plus a null category-defining n head, while beautiful is composed of the root √BEAUTY attached to the adjectival suffix -ful:
After each of these words is spelled out, it is subjected to the Vowel-Reduction (VR) rule in (17). VR fails to apply in beauty because its context is not met; there is no unstressed vowel followed by a consonant within that word. In beautiful, however, the context for VR is met -the unstressed /i/ in the root √BEAUTY is followed by the /f/ in -ful, so it can reduce to schwa. Now let's consider the DP the crazy kid. Why does the /i/ get reduced in the but not in crazy?
1. Within the nP...
i) After each M-word ([a √CRAZY [a Ø]] and [n √KID [n Ø]]
) has been spelled out, it is subjected to the Vowel-Reduction rule in (17). But VR has no effect because it is strictly word-internal: its context ('__C') is never met within either word.
ii
Now the /i/ in crazy is followed by a consonant, but VR has already applied and cannot have any effects at this phrasal level.
2. At the next cycle, the DP layer of structure is introduced.
is concatenated with the following material:
iii) Vocabulary Insertion (see (16) − So we could try solving the beautiful/happiness problem by making our Vowel-Reduction rule cyclic. The idea would be that VR doesn't apply in happiness because /i/ is not followed by a C within the same cycle.
− But the problem with making VR cyclic, as pointed out by Chomsky & Halle (1968:113) , is that we don't want VR to apply to inner cycles in words like solid, brutal, president and then have no way to 'recover' the full vowels when stress-shifting affixes are added on later cycles (solid-ify, brutal-ity, president-ial  A/an is often implicitly assumed to be a two-way alternation, but many adults actually have four forms, distributed as in (22) (see also Clark & Fox Tree 2002 :102, Jurafsky et al. 1998 ).
 Notice that the 'strong' forms /e(j)/ and /aen/ have full vowels where their 'weak' counterparts have /ə/. In other words, a and an behave exactly like other monosyllabic function words that have full vowels when stressed and /ə/ when stressless (23).
in handful, mouthful, etc., which has very different structural properties: -ful in handful attaches only to nouns (not to category-neutral roots) and produces a new noun (not an adjective). Notice the corresponding contrast in vowel-reduction between beautiful /ə/ and bellyful /i/. 
23) i.
You c/ǽ/n finish early, but you won't. ~ You c/ə/n dó it. ii. I voted f/ɔ́/r it, not against it. ~ I voted f/ə/r Jóhn. iii. John wrote th/í/ paper on parentheticals. ~ John wrote th/ə/ páper.
We can use our vowel-reduction rule to derive all the 'weak' forms of a/an:
↔ e elsewhere (/e/ is inserted here because the following segment is the consonant /b/.) iv. Vowel Reduction: applies to the material spelled out on the current cycle /e/; its context is met by the /b/ in book, so e → ə  This analysis captures the observation that /ej/ and /ə/ are similar to each other in the same way as /aen/~/ən/ and /ði/~/ðə/. Each /ə/ form is derived from its strong counterpart by VR.
 At the same time, this analysis captures an important difference between a/an and THE: While THE is a two-way alternation that can be attributed to VR alone, a/an is a four-way alternation that involves both allomorphy and VR. Diphthongization applies after step (iv), inserting /j/ after a tense front vowel (ði → ðij, e → ej).
4
The initial split between /e/ and /aen/ appears to be allomorphic rather than phonological in nature by both Criterion A (almost no phonological resemblance between /e/ and /aen/) and Criterion B (restricted to a single morpheme). A phonological analysis is possible, but it would require two highly idiosyncratic rules: n-insertion (2a) and vowel lowering/laxing (e → ae).
← Vocabulary Insertion (allomorphy) ← Vowel Reduction (phonology)
 Under a uniformly allomorphic treatment of a/an and THE, we would have to assume fourway allomorphy for a/an, with spellout rules that insert full-vowel forms when [+stress] and /ə/ variants elsewhere -but leave this correspondence unexplained. 
Emphatic glottal stops and non-optimal syllables
As noted in §2, when children use a/ðə prevocalically, they frequently insert /ʔ/. Adult speakers with variable a/an and THE also use /ʔ/ in this context (Gabrielatos et al. 2010 , Britain & Fox 2009 However, /ʔ/ has another function in many varieties of English: it is frequently found at the beginning of a prominent (e.g. pitch-accented) V-initial syllable (Garellek 2012). 28) a. He'll fall asleep /ʔ/ánywhere. b. I haven't seen John in for/ʔ/éver.
Notably, this 'emphatic /ʔ/' can be used in non-hiatus contexts -including after an or ði. Keating et al. (1994:137) report /ʔ/ after approx. 30% of prevocalic /ði/ in the TIMIT corpus; and we found /ʔ/ after 21% of adults' prevocalic /ði/ (161/773) in a subset of the CHILDES corpus. Since /ʔ/ is not yet present at the stage when Vocabulary Insertion and VR apply, it does not 'count' as a consonant for the purpose of these early word-internal rules.
On the other hand, emphatic /ʔ/ is visible for later phrasal phonological rules -e.g. Flapping. In the current model, we can view this contrast as a reflex of rule-ordering: the emphatic /ʔ/ is inserted after a/an allomorphy and before Flapping. Suppose this dialect has a phrasal rule of /h/-deletion that applies well after Vocabulary Insertion. Since the /h/ in half is still present when Vocabulary Insertion applies, a is inserted rather than an. Later, /h/ deletion applies, producing the non-optimal forms.
35) a.
Vocabulary insertion /e hɑːf/ b. Vowel reduction /ə hɑːf/ c. /h/ deletion /ə ɑːf/ 5 A similar problem for Korean i/ka is described by Lee (2009) : -i is chosen after roots ending with /ŋ/ (waŋ-i 'king-NOM'), but /ŋ/ is not a possible onset in Korean (/wa.ŋi/). To solve this problem, Lee proposes a DEFAULT constraint, which identifies the phonologically simpler form as preferred. This solution will not work for a/an, however, because the unexpected form is an rather than the simpler a, and because there are independent reasons to treat a as the default (see Rotenberg 1978) .
We have seen that a/an and THE, while they may play a role in creating optimal syllables, do not operate on surface phonetic strings in the same way as Flapping. In the current model, this is because Vocabulary Insertion operates on whatever information is available early in PF; later phonological processes may then add, delete, or modify segments.
Pause-fillers
As further support for a derivational approach, notice that the 'strong' form of the indefinite article /ej/ shows up not only when stressed and pre-consonantal but also before the pause-fillers uh/um -without an intervening silence. This is also a context where /ði/ is used. Suppose that uh and um are not present in the syntax at all, but are inserted post-syntactically, in PF (see Kaisse 1985 , Rotenberg 1978 On the other hand, pause-fillers are not completely 'outside the grammar' -as noted by Clark & Fox Tree (2002) , uh and um act like ordinary words in many respects. They are visible for at least some phonological rules, e.g. Flapping:
41) Bu/ɾ/ uh ... we think tha/ɾ/ uh ... 6 Cf. Rotenberg's (1978) treatment of e.g. This is a(*n), although I hate to admit it, very silly idea.
Like the emphatic /ʔ/, pause-fillers seem to be invisible for some grammatical process (Vocabulary Insertion) but visible for others (Flapping). Again, this contrast is taken to be a ruleordering effect: pause-fillers are inserted after Vocabulary Insertion but before Flapping.
Conclusions
I have argued that English THE is not external allomorphy, but is derived by: What this means is that we can view both phonetic naturalness (Criterion A) and structural restrictedness (Criterion B) as gradient, rather than binary, measures, and we are not necessarily forced to adopt an allomorphic treatment of an alternation just because it is not a 'low-level phonetic' or 'across-the-board' rule. (See Pak 2008:ch6 for similar arguments in favor of treating French liaison phonologically rather than allomorphically.)
Opening up the possibility of a phonological treatment here allowed us to … − recognize parallels between THE and other V~ə alternations − account for the distribution of the indefinite-article forms /e/ and /aen/ (as well as ə/ən). − explain various rule-ordering effects observed with a/an, THE, pause-fillers and /ʔ/, including the fact that a/an and THE are not always phonologically optimizing. , and to go back and forth between these competing grammars depending on register, style, carefulness, and other factors that remain to be explored (Kroch 1994 , Embick 2008 .
During acquisition, children are assumed to start out favoring the simpler grammar in DEF2. Over time, they learn to use DEF1 more and more frequently until they reach the adult pattern for their particular variety of English. As with the definite article, I assume that children initially favor the simple grammar that inserts /ə/ categorically (INDEF2). Over time, they increase their use of INDEF3 and/or INDEF1 until they achieve the pattern for their variety of English.
Among other things, this approach explains why there is intraspeaker variability in the pronunciation of pitch-accented articles:
48) a. This is {ðí/ðə} book to read on global warming. b. I said I wanted {éj/ə} croissant, not two croissants.
When the full-vowel form is chosen, the speaker is using grammar (IN)DEF1. When the /ə/ form is chosen, the speaker is using grammar DEF2, INDEF2 or INDEF3. 
